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ABSTRACT
RankBoost is a recently proposed algorithm for learning ranking
functions. It is simple to implement and has strong justifications
from computational learning theory. We describe the algorithm
and present experimental results on applying it to the document
routing problem. The first set of results applies RankBoost to a
text representation produced using modern term weighting meth-
ods. Performance of RankBoost is somewhat inferior to that of
a state-of-the-art routing algorithm which is, however, more com-
plex and less theoretically justified than RankBoost. RankBoost
achieves comparable performance to the state-of-the-art algorithm
when combined with feature or example selection heuristics. Our
second set of results examines the behavior of RankBoost when
it has to learn not only a ranking function but also all aspects of
term weighting from raw data. Performance is usually, though not
always, less good here, but the term weighting functions implicit
in the resulting ranking functions are intriguing, and the approach
could easily be adapted to mixtures of textual and nontextual data.

Keywords: routing, boosting, ranking, supervised learning, text
representation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen an explosion in applications of machine

learning to information retrieval. Some benefits of this interest have
been algorithms with clear theoretical properties, the ability to han-
dle both textual and nontextual data, and, occasionally, better effec-
tiveness. However, this new attention has fallen disproportionately
on a subset of IR tasks, in particular the classification tasks of text
categorization and document filtering.

Classification is not the only behavior one would like from IR
systems. Of even more interest isranking. Ranking of documents
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by some measure of relevance is an extremely effective interface
strategy, one now used millions of times a day by World Wide Web
search engines.

IR has developed many approaches for training models to rank
documents. These have been applied to both interactive searches
of an existing collection, calledad-hoc retrieval, and to prioritizing
new documents that arrive in the future, a task which has cometo
be calledrouting.

Most IR techniques for ranking have two facets [13]. One is the
selection and weighting of terms for a particular information need.
When only a textual query is available, this process is called query
weighting. When training data is available in the form of docu-
ments judged for relevance, the process is calledrelevance feed-
back in an interactive context andfitting, training, tuning, or opti-
mizationin a routing context; we will use the termmodel fitting.
The techniques used are often similar to those explored in machine
learning but with the goal of ranking rather than classification.

The second facet of ranking techniques is the conversion of tex-
tual documents first into tokens for index terms (words, phrases,
n-grams, etc.) and then into numeric vectors. The process of as-
sociating a numeric value with the occurrence of an index term in
a document is variously calleddocument weighting, within docu-
ment weighting, or term weighting. We will use the last term. Term
weighting has received little attention outside of IR.

This paper reports an attempt to bring machine learning approaches
to bear on both of these facets of ranking. We adapt RankBoost[5],
a boosting algorithm designed to produce models for rankingob-
jects, to the widely studied routing task.

Our first study applies RankBoost to documents represented us-
ing modern IR term weighting techniques. We compare its ability
to fit routing models to that of a state-of-the-art ranking algorithm
applied to the same text representation. Our second study discards
modern term weighting and tests whether RankBoost can simulta-
neously learn both term weighting functions and a routing model,
starting only with raw textual data represented in various forms.

Our results show that RankBoost tends to overfit in the absence
of some additional feature selection mechanism. On a restricted
feature set however, results are quite competitive, particularly when
substantial training data is available. Interesting term weighting
functions were learned in a number of cases, suggesting a newap-
proach for term weighting that may be particularly useful for non-
standard text representations.

We begin in Section 2 by discussing previous approaches to term
weighting and model fitting for ranking. Section 3 describesthe
RankBoost algorithm. Section 4 discusses feature engineering to
support the learning of term weighting functions. Section 5reviews
our benchmarking methods. Section 6 details our experiments and
presents their results. Section 7 concludes the study and points to
some future directions.



2. BACKGROUND
A quandary in both relevance feedback and routing scenariosis

that the input to the learning algorithm is (almost always) aset
of documents classified according to binary relevance judgments,
but the trained model must produce arankingof future documents
rather than a binary classification. One way of reconciling this mis-
match is to train a model to estimate the probability that a document
belongs to the relevant class and then rank documents based on this
probability [9]. Probabilistic retrieval [20, 19] is basedon this no-
tion, and parameter estimation in a Bayes independence framework
is the most common approach to training.

Conversely, one can view relevance as a matter of degree, of
which binary relevance judgments are only a coarse reflection. A
training algorithm observes these coarse judgments on manytrain-
ing documents and attempts to produce a model estimating theun-
derlying degree of relevance, which is then used to rank documents.
Early vector space retrieval relevance feedback algorithms [12, 11]
embody this view, emphasizing the construction of a prototypical
relevant vector to which similarity can be measured.

In recent years, IR researchers working in both frameworks have
used increased computing power to search for models that optimize
ranking effectiveness on training data [1, 3, 10]. The resulting algo-
rithms have much in common with techniques from machine learn-
ing but lack the theoretical analyses (such as proofs of convergence)
often pursued in machine learning. Conversely, machine learning
has devoted relatively little attention to ranking, although some ar-
eas of statistics and social science have paid a bit more attention.
This literature is surveyed elsewhere [4].

3. BOOSTING FOR RANKING
In this section we describe our approach to document routingus-

ing the RankBoost boosting algorithm [5]. RankBoost is based on
Freund and Schapire’s AdaBoost algorithm [6] and its recentsuc-
cessor developed by Schapire and Singer [15]. The goal of Rank-
Boost is to produce a statistical model that, when applied toa set
of documents, orders them in a fashion that approximates their true
order, that is, an ordering according to relevance. This true order-
ing may be obtained from a human expert providingfeedbackin
the form of relevance judgments. We expect the true orderingto
rank all relevant documents above all non-relevant documents; for-
mally it is a two-tier partial order. Thus the goal of RankBoost is
to produce an order which places as many relevant documents as
possible at the top.

There are various methods that can be used to measure the simi-
larity between the approximate order and the true order. RankBoost
attempts to minimize one possible measure which we callpair-wise
disagreement. This is the number of pairs of documents which the
approximate order misorders with respect to the true order.In our
study this is simply the number of pairs of documents(d

0

; d

1

) for
which the approximate ranking ordersd

0

aboved
1

but the feedback
judgesd

1

as relevant andd
0

as non-relevant.
RankBoost approximates the true ordering by combining many

simple rankings of the documents. For example, one simple rank-
ing considered in this study is based on the frequency of a particular
term, such as an ordering of the documents according to how many
times the word “treaty” appears in each. Clearly, ranking a set of
documents by the frequency of even the best single term is likely
to place many non-relevant documents above relevant documents.
However, the idea of boosting is to generate and combine manydif-
ferent simple rankings in a principled manner to produce a single
highly accurate ordering.

Formally, the simple rankings are real-valued functions called

weak hypotheses. Given a rankingh and documentd, we refer to
h(d) as thescore thath assignsd. Also, h ordersd aboved0 if
h(d) > h(d

0

). Boosting assumes access to an algorithm or sub-
routine for generating these rankings, called theweak learner. The
boosting algorithm calls the weak learner many times to generate
many rankings, and these are then combined into a single ordering
called thefinal or combined hypothesis.

The boosting algorithm proceeds in rounds. One of its main fea-
tures is that, during the course of its execution, it assignsdifferent
importance weightsto different pairs of training documents. The
weights represent how important it is for the weak learner todif-
ferentiate between the two documents (to determine which ofthe
two is more relevant). These weights are not maintained for all
possible document pairs: since the boosting algorithm’s goal is to
order relevant documents over non-relevant documents, thecrucial
document pairs are of the form(d

0

; d

1

) where the feedback judges
d

1

as relevant andd
0

as non-relevant. The weak learner chooses a
simple ranking which correctly orders as many pairs as possible,
taking into account the greater importance of correctly ordering
pairs which have been assigned greater weight. As the algorithm
progresses, pairs of documents that are hard to differentiate cor-
rectly get higher weights while pairs that are easy to differentiate
get lower weights. This in effect forces the weak learner to concen-
trate on document pairs that have been misordered by previously
derived simple rankings.

The final hypothesis orders a set of new documents by assigning
to each a real-valued score. The score of a document is a weighted
combination of the scores assigned to that document by the weak
hypotheses.

A description of RankBoost is shown in Figure 1. RankBoost
takes as input a setX of training documents composed of two dis-
joint subsets:X

1

, the set of relevant documents andX
0

, the set of
non-relevant documents (as judged by a human expert). As just de-
scribed, RankBoost calls the weak learner WeakLearn repeatedly
in a series of rounds. On rounds, RankBoost provides WeakLearn
with a set of importance weights over the pairs of training docu-
ments. In response, WeakLearn computes a weak hypothesis (sim-
ple ranking)h

s

which, given a documentd, assigns it a real-valued
score. We later discuss the weak learners that were used in our
experiments.

The importance weights are maintained formally as a distribu-
tion D over pairs of training documents fromX

0

� X

1

. Since
this distribution changes after each round, we denote the distri-
bution before rounds by D

s

. The weight of a pair of training
documents(d

0

; d

1

) (d
1

is relevant andd
0

is non-relevant) under
distributionD

s

is writtenD
s

(d

0

; d

1

), and we maintain the condi-
tions thatD

s

(d

0

; d

1

) > 0 and
P

d

0

;d

1

D

s

(d

0

; d

1

) = 1. (Here
and below, it is understood that this sum is over all pairs(d

0

; d

1

)

in X

0

� X

1

.) Initially we set all the weights equally, that is,
D

1

(d

0

; d

1

) = 1=(jX

0

jjX

1

j).
The goal of the weak learner is to find a simple ranking which

misorders as few document pairs as possible, relative to thedis-
tributionD

s

. Formally, the weak learner attempts to find a weak
hypothesish

s

with low weighted pair-wise disagreement

disagree
D

(h) =

X

d

0

;d

1

: h

s

(d

0

)�h

s

(d

1

)

D

s

(d

0

; d

1

) : (1)

This error can be interpreted as the probability of misordering a
document pair chosen randomly according to distributionD

s

.
Having obtained a hypothesish

s

from WeakLearn, RankBoost
next chooses a value�

s

2 R which, intuitively, is the impor-
tance assigned toh

s

; its computation is discussed below. Next,
RankBoost updates the weights of all the document pairs in such a
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way that pairs which are correctly ordered byh
s

(in the sense that
h

s

(d

1

) > h

s

(d

0

)) get a lower weight while misordered pairs get a
higher weight (assuming for the moment that�

s

> 0, as it usually
will be). Finally, to ensure that the new weightsD

s+1

form a dis-
tribution (so that

P

d

0

;d

1

D

s+1

(d

0

; d

1

) = 1), we renormalize the
weights, resulting in the update rule shown in Figure 1.

This process of generating weak hypotheses and updating the
weights is repeated forT rounds. How we decide on a value of
T is discussed later in this section. AfterT rounds, we haveT
hypothesesh

1

; : : : ; h

T

, as well as the values�
1

; : : : ; �

T

. A set of
new documents is then ordered according to the scores assigned by
the following final hypothesisH: for each new documentd,

H(d) =

T

X

s=1

�

s

h

s

(d):

That is, the predictions of all the weak hypotheses are evaluated on
the new documentd, and the average of their predictions, weighted
by the�

s

’s, forms the score assigned tod by H. To generate an
ordered list, the set of new documents is sorted decreasing by score.

We now discuss the exact choice of�

s

. Freund et al. [5] prove
that the pair-wise disagreement (Eq. (1)) of the final hypothesis
H is bounded above by the product of the normalization factors,
Q

T

s=1

Z

s

. Thus, to minimize Eq. (1), on each round we should
choose�

s

to minimizeZ
s

. For general weak learners whose hy-
potheses assign documents arbitrary real numbers, they suggest
finding �

s

via numerical search. This is the method we used in
combination with the weak learner WeakReal, discussed in the next
section. If the hypotheses generated by the weak learner have the
rangef0; 1g, as is the case with our other weak learner, Weak-
Threshold, Freund et al. provide a direct calculation of�

s

:

�

s

=

1

2

ln

�

1 + r

s

1� r

s

�

(2)

where

r

s

=

X

d

0

;d

1

D(d

0

; d

1

)(h

s

(d

1

)� h

s

(d

0

)): (3)

To understand what this choice entails, suppose that a highly accu-
rate weak hypothesish

s

has been found. Thenr
s

will be close to
1 and�

s

will be large. This translates into more drastic updates to
the distribution and a greater weight assigned to the predictions of
h

s

in the computation of the final hypothesis. On the other hand,if
h

s

is about as accurate as a random ranking of documents, thenr

s

will be close to 0 and�
s

will also be close to 0. Thus, the updates
to the distribution will be quite conservative, and the predictions of
h

s

in the final hypothesis will receive rather low weight.
For our task, we allow�

s

to be negative. This will be the case
whenever a weak hypothesish

s

is found withr
s

< 0, indicating
thath

s

is negatively correlated with the data. Such a hypothesis can
be useful if we use the opposite of its predictions. However,a weak
hypothesishmay be output multiple times during the boosting pro-
cess, and we do not allow itscumulativeweight

P

s: h

s

=h

�

s

to be
negative. We impose this restriction to reduce the danger ofover-
fitting.

In our experiments, we implemented a more efficient version of
RankBoost given by Freund et al. [5]. Its behavior is exactlythe
same as that of the pseudocode given in Figure 1. The code in
Figure 1 runs in time proportional tojX

0

jjX

1

j, whereas the more
efficient code (omitted due to the lack of space) runs in time pro-
portional tojX

0

j+ jX

1

j. This is a significant speedup for large text
collections such as TREC. Note that this time does not include the
running time of WeakLearn; however, a similar speedup is possible
for all of the weak learners used in our experiments.

Input a setX of documents separated into disjoint subsets
X

1

of relevant documents andX
0

of non-relevant documents;
Initialize 8(d

0

; d

1

) 2 X

0

�X

1

: D

1

(d

0

; d

1

) = 1=(jX

0

j jX

1

j).
Do for s = 1; : : : ; T :

1. Train WeakLearn using distributionD
s

overX
0

�X

1

.
2. WeakLearn returns a weak hypothesish

s

: X ! R .
3. Compute�

s

2 R .
4. Update:8(d

0

; d

1

) 2 X

0

�X

1

:

D

s+1

(d

0

; d

1

) =

D

s

(d

0

; d

1

) exp (��

s

(h

s

(d

0

)� h

s

(d

1

)))

Z

s

whereZ
s

is the normalization factor:

Z

s

=

X

d

0

;d

1

D

s

(d

0

; d

1

) exp (��

s

(h

s

(d

0

)� h

s

(d

1

))) :

Output the final hypothesis:H(d) =

T

X

s=1

�

s

h

s

(d):

Figure 1: RankBoost algorithm for document routing

3.1 Weak learners
We now discuss the two weak learners used in our experiments.

Since a weak learner is called on each round of boosting, we use
the notation of the previous section, omittings subscripts. A weak
learner takes as input a distributionD over the document pairs and
a set ofN ranking features. A ranking feature is a function that
assigns a real-valued score to a document. A ranking featureis also
allowed to leave some documents unranked, which we indicateby
a “score” of?. For instance, the value of a ranking feature might
equal the term frequency of the wordtreaty in the document, or
equal? if treatydoes not appear in the document.

The weak learner uses the ranking features to form its weak hy-
pothesis, attempting to find one with small pair-wise disagreement
relative to distributionD. Rather than minimize this quantity di-
rectly, the weak learner finds a weak hypothesis which minimizes
Z, the normalization constant in Figure 1, which is an upper bound
on the pair-wise disagreement, as discussed in the previoussection.

We describe two weak learners which differ in the types of weak
hypotheses they generate. The first weak learner, WeakReal,sim-
ply selects one of the available ranking features to be the weak
hypothesis. Thus its weak hypotheses are real-valued functions.
(In our study, a score of? is treated as a zero score for this weak
learner.) The second weak learner, WeakThreshold, also selects
a ranking feature, but converts it into a binary (0-1) function by
choosing a threshold score. The thresholded feature judgesdocu-
ments with scores above the threshold as relevant (score of 1) and
documents with scores below the threshold as non-relevant (score
of 0). A score of? could be mapped to either 1 or 0, but in this
study it is always mapped to 0.

WeakReal. This weak learner searches for a ranking feature
which minimizesZ. To achieve this, for each ranking feature, the
algorithm calculates the� which minimizesZ by running New-
ton’s method for a fixed number of steps. We were able to imple-
ment this numerical search in time proportional to

P

N

i=1

jX

f

i

j, the
sum over all features of the number of documents ranked by each
feature (details omitted for lack of space). If the ranking features
are associated with terms, for example, then this number is exactly
the size of an inverted index for these terms.

WeakThreshold. This weak learner takes a set of ranking fea-
turesff

i

g and outputs a weak hypothesis of the form

h(d) =

�

1 if f
i

(d) > �

0 if f
i

(d) � � or f
i

(d) = ?

(4)

To implement the weak learner efficiently, we search forh to max-
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Rocchio- RankBoost with
QZ-DFO WeakReal WeakThreshold

Reuters-21578
all topics 0.6786 0.6284 0.5836
� 5 rel. test 0.8078 0.7501 0.7446

Table 1: Non-interpolated average precision results for
Reuters-21578 and TREC-3. RankBoost uses all terms that oc-
cur in at least two positive training documents as features.The
WeakThreshold version uses theQ representation (Section 4.3)
based on the same terms. The second Reuters line gives results
restricted to the 59 topics with at least five relevant test docu-
ments.

imize jrj (as defined in Eq. (3)) rather than minimizeZ. This
is justified since Freund et al. [5] show that, for binary weakhy-
potheses weighted using� as computed in Eq. (2),Z �

p

1� r

2.
WeakThreshold searches forh by checking all possible thresholds
of all features. This can be done very efficiently, as described
by Freund et al. [5] who show how the search can can be carried
out in time proportional to

P

N

i=1

jX

f

i

j, the same running time as
WeakReal. This is the implementation we used in our experiments.

Note that WeakThreshold treats unranked documents as if they
are ranked below every ranked document.

Choosing the number of rounds. Finally, we need to specify
how we set the number of roundsT . Intuitively, as boosting runs
for more rounds, the final hypothesis it outputs grows largerand
more complicated. Although a larger final hypothesis predicts more
accurately on the training data, it may overfit and not generalize
well to future data. Thus we want to use the training data to select
T in a fashion that minimizes the risk of overfitting. Althoughthere
are theoretical analyses of the number of rounds needed for boost-
ing [6, 14], these tend not to give practical answers; therefore, we
use heuristics to estimate a good number of rounds of boosting. We
found that the following rule yields good results. When running on
a particular topic, we looked at the number of features in thefea-
ture set (see Section 6.1) and the number of positive examples in
the training set, and we setT to be the smaller of the two.

4. TERM WEIGHTING BY WEAK
HYPOTHESIS FORMATION

While RankBoost is quite different from typical learning ap-
proaches to routing, the ranking function it produces when used
with WeakReal has a common form: a linear model applied to
real-valued term weights. Since term weighting approachesfor
handling within document frequency and document length have
been highly optimized for use with linear models, there seems lit-
tle reason to explore alternative term weighting approaches when
WeakReal is used.

However, when RankBoost is used with WeakThreshold, the rank-
ing function is a linear combination of thresholded featureval-
ues, a model structure rarely used in IR. Applying a standardterm
weighting function seems peculiar with such a model, since the
real-valued feature values would simply be thresholded to 0/1. We
instead explored the possibility of using a very raw representation
of the document content. RankBoost can then implicitly construct
a separate term weighting function for each term by choosingand
weighting multiple thresholded weak hypotheses for the term. We
describe in this section the nature of the term weighting functions
produced using each of several raw representations of text.

Rocchio- RankBoost with
QZ-DFO WeakReal WeakThreshold

Reuters-21578
all topics 0.6786 0.6956 0.5817
� 5 rel. test 0.8078 0.8455 0.7483

TREC-3
all documents 0.4669 0.3974 0.4276
top 1,000+ rel. 0.4669 0.4638 –

Table 2: Non-interpolated average precision results for
Reuters-21578 and TREC-3. RankBoost here is restricted to
using features given a nonzero weight by Rocchio-QZ-DFO.
The WeakThreshold version uses theQ representation (Sec-
tion 4.3). The second Reuters line gives results only on topics
with at least five relevant test documents. The second TREC
line gives results for the top 1,000 test documents as rankedby
Rocchio-QZ-DFO, plus any remaining relevant test documents.

4.1 Therawtf representation
In the simplest case we define one ranking feature,f

t

, for each
termt, wheref

t

(d) is equal to the rawtf (number of occurrences)
of term t in documentd. If there are no occurrences oft in d, we
can view the feature as not ranking the document (f

t

(d) = ?) or
as having atf of 0 (f

t

(d) = 0): the effect is the same with our use
of WeakThreshold. We call this therawtf representation.

A weak hypothesish(d) produced by boosting with therawtf
representation has the form:

h(d) =

�

1 if tf � �

0 if tf < �

where� is a threshold, andtf is the within document frequency
of some term. Each such hypothesis is given a weight� by the
boosting algorithm, so the above hypothesis contributes� to a doc-
ument’s score if thetf of the selected term is� � and contributes 0
otherwise.

However, the final hypothesisH(d) used to rank documents is
a weighted combination of many weak hypotheses of the above
form. RankBoost may choose several weak hypotheses based on
the same indexing term. Each such hypothesis may have a different
threshold� and weight�. Therefore, the overall contribution of a
term to documentd’s score is a step function produced by summing
all weak hypotheses derived from that term:

g(d) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

w

n

if tf � �

n

w

n�1

if tf � �

n�1

andtf < �

n

w

n�2

if tf � �

n�2

andtf < �

n�1

: : :

0 if tf < �

1

where�
n

> �

n�1

> � � � > �

1

are the set of thresholds seen in
weak hypotheses for this term. Thew

j

’s result from summing the
�’s for all weak hypotheses that are based on the term and that have
thresholds� �

j

. Note that this implies thatw
n

� w

n�1

� � � � �

0, since, as discussed in Section 3.1, we force WeakThresholdto
produce a cumlative nonnegative weight for each weak hypothesis.

In other words, as in conventional within document weighting
functions, larger values oftf cause a term to have a larger contribu-
tion to a document’s score. The differences are that (1) the within
document weighting function is a step function rather than acon-
tinuous function such aslog tf, and (2) the function is learned rather
than prespecified and is different for each term.
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Figure 2: Comparison of RankBoost with WeakReal and
Rocchio-QZ-DFO on Reuters-21578 (left) and TREC-3 (right)
text collections. Each point in each scatterplot shows the test
average precision of the two competing algorithms on a single
topic. The x- and y-coordinates of each point give the test av-
erage precision of Rocchio-QZ-DFO and RankBoost (respec-
tively) on the given topic.

4.2 Thelength feature and therawtf&length
representation

It is common in term weighting to usedocument length normal-
ization, i.e. to reduce the scores that long documents would oth-
erwise get. The rationale is that long documents will tend tohave
higher tf values for all terms, regardless of the actual content of
the document. Document length normalization approaches such as
cosine normalization or pivoted normalization [17] use thesame
normalization formula for each ranking task that is presented.

We investigated learning a customized document length normal-
ization for each ranking task. We defined a ranking feature,length(d),
whose value equals the negative of the document length if theterm
occurs in the document and? otherwise. We negate the length be-
cause WeakThreshold uses positive weights and� tests on thresh-
olds, and we want shorter documents to get a boost to their score,
not longer ones. A weak hypothesis based on thelengthfeature has
the form:

h(d) =

�

1 if length� �

0 if length> �

where we have reversed the inequalities rather than writingthe
negated document lengths. As with all weak hypotheses, thisone
will have some weight�. The cumulative effect of all weak hy-
potheses based on the length feature is a step function that gives
a large positive contribution to short documents with the contribu-
tion decreasing as document length increases. (Section 6.2gives an
example.)

We refer to the representation that includes both therawtf and
lengthfeatures as therawtf&lengthrepresentation.

4.3 TheQ (quadrant) representation
Thelengthfeature allows only an overall downweighting of long

documents. It is also possible to define features that allow adocu-
ment length to affect each term differently. In this representation,
we define multiple ranking features for each term, one for each tf
value observed for the term on the training corpus. The valueof the
featuref

t;u

on documentd is the negated document length if that
term has atf � u on the document and? otherwise.

By selecting a featuref
t;u

, WeakThreshold is implicitly choos-
ing a threshold ofu on thetf value oft. Then, as always, Weak-
Threshold explicitly chooses a threshold� on f

t;u

(d), the negated
length ofd. The resulting weak hypothesis therefore is based on
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Figure 3: Comparison of RankBoost with two weak learn-
ers, WeakReal and WeakThreshold on Reuters-21578 (left) and
TREC-3 (right) text collections. WeakThreshold uses theQ

r

representation. (See Figure 2.)

two thresholds:

h(d) =

�

1 if tf � u andlength� �

0 otherwise.

We call this representation thequadrantor Q representation since
the set of documents assigned a value of 1 by a weak hypothesis
is a quadrant oflength� tf space. The cumulative effect of all
weak hypotheses based on a single term is a complicated function
of document length andtf value. (See Figure 5 for an example.)
We hypothesized that the functions learned in this manner would
be similar and possibly superior to conventional term weighting
functions. Section 6.2 examines this question.

5. METHODS
This section reviews the datasets that we tested the boosting al-

gorithms on and the standard IR techniques that we compared them
to.

5.1 Datasets
Our studies used two datasets previously used in a study of boost-

ing for text classification [16] and used the same proceduresfor
processing those datasets. The TREC-3 routing dataset consists
of 741,856 training documents and 336,310 test documents dis-
tributed on TREC disks 1-3. We used fifty TREC topics (numbers
101-150) and corresponding relevance judgments from the TREC-
3 routing evaluation [8]. Textual queries for each topic exist but
were not used in our experiments.

While the TREC-3 routing dataset and other TREC routing col-
lections are the most widely used benchmark for machine learning
of ranking functions, their size was problematic for our prototype
code. We therefore used as our second dataset the much smaller
Reuters-21578 collection. The Reuters-21578 collection consists
of 21,578 documents which appeared on the Reuters newswire in
1987. Each document has been categorized with respect to each
one of 135 financial topic categories. We used the “ModApte” split
of the data into 9,603 training documents, 3,299 test documents,
and 8,676 documents which are ignored. We used the 90 categories
that have at least one positive training instance and at least one pos-
itive test instance under this split. Some results are also presented
for the set of 59 categories that have at least one positive train-
ing instance and at leastfivepositive test instances under this split,
since test set average precision figures are less erratic forthese cat-
egories.1

1More details on the collection are available at
http://www.research.att.com/�lewis.
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Both datasets were indexed using standard SMART tokenization,
stoplists, and phrase formation [16]. Experiments used either rawtf
(SMART triple nnn) or log tf pivoted normalization (Lnu) versions
of the data produced by SMART.

Note that most studies on Reuters-21578 have used effectiveness
measures for binary classification. Our use of Reuters-21578 is as
a surrogate routing dataset, and so we evaluate our results on both
it and TREC-3 using non-interpolated average precision, a widely
used measure of ranking effectiveness. Average precision was com-
puted using the standard TREC evaluation software.

5.2 Comparing with a state-of-the-art
routing method

A wide range of highly tuned learning algorithms for producing
ranking functions have been explored in the TREC routing evalua-
tions. Some of the consistently most successful approaches[2, 21]
are multipass optimization algorithms initialized using Rocchio’s
relevance feedback formula [12, 11]. We therefore comparedthe
effectiveness of RankBoost with the latest in this series ofalgo-
rithms. This version, which we will call Rocchio-QZ-DFO here,
incorporates dynamic feedback optimization [3] and query zoning
[18]. The algorithm has 5 parameterized phases and is described in
detail elsewhere [16].

6. EXPERIMENTS
We now report our experimental results on applying RankBoost

to train ranking models. Study 1 focuses on issues of model fitting,
while Study 2 focuses on the character of learned term weighting
functions.

6.1 Study 1: Boosting with real-valued weak
hypotheses

Our first study focuses on the properties of RankBoost using
WeakReal as a weak learner applied in a standard IR context. We
therefore used a standard text representation for documents con-
sisting ofLnu weighted words and phrases. That is, each ranking
feature is associated with a term whose value is given by itsLnu
weight for that document. The resulting final hypothesis is there-
fore a linear combination of the within document weights fora set
of terms.

We first ran RankBoost with candidate weak hypotheses corre-
sponding to all terms that occurred in at least two positive train-
ing instances of the class. With this as the only feature selection,
RankBoost’s performance was worse than Rocchio-QZ-DFO’s on
the Reuters collection (Table 1). RankBoost gave better average
precision than Rocchio-QZ-DFO on only 22 of the topics, while
Rocchio-QZ-DFO was better on 61. Averaged over the 90 topics,
RankBoost’s non-interpolated average precision was 7.4% worse
than Rocchio-QZ-DFO’s. If we restricted topics to those that had
at least 5 test examples, the difference was still 7.1%.

These initial results suggested that RankBoost was doing a bet-
ter job of weighting features than selecting them, so we conjectured
that restricting it to use a high quality feature set would result in bet-
ter effectiveness. We tested this by simply restricting RankBoost to
use exactly the features that Rocchio-QZ-DFO selects. Thissignif-
icantly improved the effectiveness of RankBoost/WeakReal(from
0.6284 to 0.6956), as seen in Table 2, so that RankBoost now isac-
tually performing slightly better than Rocchio-QZ-DFO. Figure 2
(left) shows in a scatterplot how RankBoost compares to Rocchio-
QZ-DFO on all 90 topics in the Reuters collection. Now Rank-
Boost outperforms Rocchio-QZ-DFO on 53 topics, while Rocchio-
QZ-DFO has the advantage on only 29 topics (and tied on the re-
maining 8 topics).
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Figure 4: For two TREC-3 topics, the pairwise disagreement on
a test set for RankBoost with WeakReal, measured as a function
of the number of rounds of boosting.

We next compared RankBoost (with Rocchio-QZ-DFO feature
selection) to Rocchio-QZ-DFO on the TREC-3 collection. Our
current implementation of RankBoost with WeakReal is too slow
to run on all of the available training data, even with feature se-
lection. We instead trained RankBoost using the top 10,000 doc-
uments ranked by Rocchio-QZ-DFO, plus any remaining relevant
documents. Rocchio-QZ-DFO, on the other hand, was trained on
the entire corpus. As Table 2 and Figure 2 (right) show, Rank-
Boost’s performance (0.3974 average precision) was still worse
than Rocchio-QZ-DFO’s (0.4669 average precision), thoughit is
still better than all but one of the 49 original TREC-3 runs [8].

We believe that the inferior performance of RankBoost on the
TREC-3 data is due in large part to the limited dataset used in
training, since it certainly had very different statistical properties
from either the entire training set or the entire test set. Totest
this hypothesis, we evaluated RankBoost on a test set selected in
a similar manner to that used in choosing the training set, namely,
the top 1,000 test documents (as ranked by Rocchio-QZ-DFO) to-
gether with all remaining relevant documents. On this more limited
test set, RankBoost’s performance (0.4638 average precision) was
comparable to that of Rocchio-QZ-DFO, as can be seen in Table2.
(Rocchio-QZ-DFO’s effectiveness does not change when evaluated
on this subset, because the TREC evaluation software only takes
into account the top 1000 retrieved documents when computing ef-
fectiveness.)

One of the problematic aspects of RankBoost is choosing the
number of rounds of boosting to perform. In the above experi-
ments, we used the heuristic presented in Section 3. How critical
is the choice of the number of rounds? We found that RankBoost
tended to exhibit two sorts of behavior. On some topics, Rank-
Boost overfit badly, meaning that the pairwise disagreementon a
test set, as a function of the number of rounds of boosting, quickly
reached a minimum and then rose significantly. This can be seen
in the learning curve for TREC-3 topic 134 in Figure 4. On other
topics, however, RankBoost did not overfit; instead, the pairwise
disagreement continued to drop, eventually reaching an asymptote.
This behavior is seen in Figure 4 for TREC-3 topic 117. The former
case seems to occur on topics with few relevant documents, and this
also is the case in which RankBoost’s performance is most likely to
be worse than Rocchio-QZ-DFO’s. Conversely, RankBoost tends
to perform much better in the latter case. Thus, overfitting on top-
ics with few relevant documents seems to be a significant cause of
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rawtf rawtf&length Q
Reuters-21578

all features 0.6420 0.6557 0.5836
Rocchio features 0.5834 0.5952 0.5638

TREC-3
all features 0.3797 – 0.4233
Rocchio features 0.3909 – 0.4276

Table 3: Non-interpolated average precision results for
Reuters-21578 and TREC-3 using RankBoost with Weak-
Threshold. Six text representations are compared: rawtf,
rawtf&length, and Q (Section 4.3), plus the versions of these re-
stricted to features selected by Rocchio (rawtf

r

, rawtf&length
r

,
and Q

r

). TREC-3 data for the rawtf&length representations
was lost due to a bug.

failure for RankBoost.

6.2 Study 2: Learning term-weighting
functions from raw data

Our second study tested the ability of RankBoost to extract effec-
tive term weighting functions from raw data. We began with raw
tf (nnn) vectors and converted them into sets of ranking features
of the formsrawtf, rawtf&length, andQ described in Section 4.
Document length was computed as the sum of rawtf values for
words (not phrases) in that document. We also produced pruned
sets of ranking features for each topic using only the features as-
signed nonzero weight by Rocchio-QZ-DFO (as in Study 1). We
refer to these pruned feature sets asrawtf

r

, rawtf&length
r

, and
Q

r

. Results with these Rocchio-QZ-DFO-pruned feature sets were
slightly better in general, so we concentrate on them here.

RankBoost with the WeakThreshold weak learner was applied to
training data represented in each of these forms. Boosting stopped
after the number of rounds specified by the heuristic in Section 3.1.
The learned model was run on the test data as represented by the
same type of ranking features used in the training.

Results are summarized in Table 3. Restricting the representa-
tions to features chosen by Rocchio-QZ-DFO helps for TREC-3but
hurts for Reuters, perhaps because of the larger amount of labeled
data available for Reuters. TheQ representations are better for
TREC-3 but worse for Reuters, probably due to the greater range
of document lengths for TREC-3. In no case does the mean value
of noninterpolated average precision for RankBoost with Weak-
Threshold exceed that for Rocchio-QZ-DFO. Table 2 compares
theQ

r

results for RankBoost/WeakThreshold with those for Rank-
Boost/WeakReal and Rocchio-QZ-DFO. Figure 3 plots this data
in more detail. RankBoost/WeakReal substantially outperforms
RankBoost/WeakThreshold (again using theQ

r

representation) on
Reuters, while results are mixed on TREC. Overall, the threshold-
ing method did not appear to have produced term weighting quite
as good as the traditional highly tuned methods.

We hypothesized in Section 4 that RankBoost/WeakThreshold
would, by selecting multiple weak hypotheses based on the same
term but with different thresholds, learn topic-specific within docu-
ment weighting functions. This happened in some cases, but more
often all weak hypotheses for a term used the same threshold,par-
ticularly with the rawtf and rawtf&length variants. In retrospect,
this is not surprising. For boosting to select different thresholds
of a ranking feature on different rounds, that ranking feature must
have not only substantial overlap with both positive and negative
training instances but also a substantial variation in rawtf values
among those instances.
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Figure 5: Contribution of dollar for different tf values and doc-
ument lengths underrawtf

r

, rawtf&length
r

, Q
r

, and Lnu rep-
resentations.

For ourQ features, however, the feature values were document
lengths. These vary more thantf values, so selection of multiple
thresholds was more common. We give a particularly interesting
example in the next section.

An example of learned weighting functions. Figure 5 plots
four term weighting functions for the termdollar on Reuters topic
DLR (stories about the US dollar). This term, the best predictorfor
the DLR topic, has a nonzerotf on 628 Reuters training documents,
124 of which are drawn from the 131 positive training instances of
theDLR topic.

Thex-axis of the plots is the document length, and they-axis is
the rawtf of dollar. The gray scale intensity encodes the contribu-
tion thatdollar makes to the score of a document with this length
and thisdollar tf. Intensities are normalized so that an average
length document (75 non-stopword tokens) with adollar tf of 1 has
the same intensity on all graphs.

The upper left plot shows the contribution ofdollar for therawtf
r

model. A total of 19 weak hypotheses with 3 thresholds among
them were selected in the first 69 rounds. Document length is not
explicitly represented in this feature set, so the model cantake it
into account only by giving hightf’s slightly less weight than it
might otherwise do.

This can be seen (though only barely without a color plot) by
comparing the upper left and upper right plot. The upper right
plot shows the contribution ofdollar (19 weak hypotheses cover-
ing 4 thresholds) for therawtf&length

r

model. The contribution
of a dollar tf of 4 is 5.48811 in therawtf&length

r

model, which
has the ability to downweight long documents, but only 5.07414
in the rawtf

r

model. More impact can be given larger tf’s in the
rawtf&length

r

model, because thelengthfeature keeps long docu-
ments from having inappropriately high scores.

Therawtf&length
r

model in fact incorporates 20 weak hypothe-
ses (covering 10 thresholds) derived from thelength feature. The
combined effect of these is a decreasing contribution for docu-
ment length, ranging, in 11 steps, from 3.30744 for documents with
length 11 or less, down to 0.0 for documents with length greater
than 149.

The lower left plot shows the effect of the 19 weak hypotheses
for dollar in theQ

r

model. Among the 19 weak hypotheses are
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11 distinct ones representing 6 differenttf thresholds and 8 differ-
ent length thresholds. The effect is similar to that of standard term
weighting functions: a contribution that increases withtf at sublin-
ear pace, but where hightfs have less impact for long documents
than short ones.

However, the plot also shows a glaring problem with the result-
ing term weighting function. Documents with a length greater than
430 get no contribution fordollar, no matter how many times it
appears. The problem is that any given training set has a longest
positive example, and RankBoost will see no advantage to setting
a threshold longer than that length. For our approach to be practi-
cal, the system will need to be given some bias in favor of infinite
length thresholds.

For comparison, the lower right plot shows the contributionof
dollar underLnu weighting, as used by RankBoost/WeakReal and
Rocchio-QZ-DFO. SinceLnuweights are not a function of the sum
of tf’s, we cannot computeLnu’s for hypothetical documents on the
grid. We instead plot the actual value ofdollar’s Lnuweight for all
Reuters training and test documents. The pattern is notablysimilar
to that learned with theQ

r

representation, showing that, for this
term at least, RankBoost has induced a sensible term weighting
function from raw data.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented preliminary evidence that RankBoost, a sim-

ple boosting algorithm with strong theoretical foundations, can learn
ranking models with effectiveness roughly comparable to that of
leading edge routing algorithms developed in IR. We believewe
can strengthen the case for RankBoost by replacing our use of
Rocchio-QZ-DFO for feature selection (a choice made for conve-
nience) with a simpler and theoretically motivated featureselection
method. We also hope to produce a more efficient implementation
of RankBoost that would eliminate the need for example selection.

Our results show that a boosting approach applied to a raw char-
acterization of document content (tf weights and document lengths)
can, in some cases, learn term weighting functions similar to those
used in IR. For most terms, however, only one or two distinct weak
hypotheses were used, giving a crude treatment of term weighting
for that term.

Attempting to learn a separate term weighting function for each
term is perhaps too much to ask from any reasonably sized training
set. An alternative would be to allow great flexibility in learning
the term weighting function, but force the same function to be used
for all terms. This might be viewed as an automated version ofthe
exploratory data analysis approach to term weighting proposed by
Greiff [7].

In any case, our approach of inducing term weighting functions
from raw data is perhaps of less interest for ranking based ontextual
features (where highly refined term weighting methods are already
known) than for ranking based on nontextual or mixed nontext/text
data, a less well studied task that is of interest in text mining appli-
cations.

As a final note, all our experiments assumed binary relevance
feedback, but RankBoost can equally well work with graded rele-
vance judgments. This raises the possibility of learning when no
completely relevant examples are available, as long as judgments
of degree of partial relevance are possible. This is often the case,
for instance, in Web search, and we plan to investigate the use of
RankBoost there.
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